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whilst Paul Jaegeras battered physique is came upon one of the jagged rocks of the coastal
tidal pools, it's his new bride who turns into the top suspect within the homicide. A small city at
the rugged Oregon coast infrequently turns out a logical environment for murder. yet not
anything concerning the case, as detective Gerry Freeman quickly learns, is logical. Perhaps,
after leaving the police strength to strike out on her own, Gerry may have heeded the
unrelenting omens and goals she were taught to treat and cross at the first case offered her. yet
pleas for support from an previous collage chum, The Trail of Murder Courtney Jaeger--as good
because the beneficiant cost offered--simply can't be ignored. However, no one, no longer even
Gerry, can most likely think that she is to turn into the main participant within the brilliantly
crafted crime as she embarks at the path of Murder.
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